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Company Overview

ToXSL Technologies is an ISO 27001:2013 and ISO 9001:2015 certified mobile and web
application  company  in  India.  We  are  expertise  in  developing  custom applications  and
software  products.  Our  clients  include  start-ups,  digital  agencies,  large  enterprises,  and
small businesses.

ToXSL is  a Development agency focused on providing cost-effective products  with full
client  satisfaction  from  mobile  apps  to  Website  Development.  It  delivers  applications,
services,  and mobile  websites  on every  platform.  ToXSL will  put  you in  front  of  your
customers on devices they access most with information and tools that make it easy for
ToXSL to connect with their audience.

ToXSL’s commitment to reach its audience with targeted marketing will put you far ahead
of  your  competitors.  We’re  here  to  help  with  all  of  your  Mobile  Application  and Web
Services needs,  and we have thorough analytics that  is  measurable for  making strategic
Application development decisions.

Team Size: 500+

If you have any questions, regarding ToXSL, please send an email at info@toxsl.com or 
direct at (+91) 9569747788.

Why ToXSL?

Excellent rating, review, reputation on bidding sites:

 Upwork rating (5 Stars), Recommendation rate (100%)

 PPH rating (5 Stars), Recommendation rate (100%)

 Guru rating (5 Stars), Recommendation rate (100%)

 Clutch rating (4.8 stars), Recommendation rate (100%)

 Appfutura rating (5 stars), Recommendation rate (100%)

 GoodFirms rating (5 stars), Recommendation rate (100%)

We have completed 5000+ Projects & 2000+ clients all over the world.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

The marketplace is the leading platform for connecting individuals looking for household or
many  more  services  with  top-quality,  pre-screened  independent  service  professionals.
Marketplace  instantly  matches  thousands  of  customers  every  week  with  trusted
professionals in cities all around the world. With a seamless 60-second booking process,
secure  payment,  and  a  100%  money-back  guarantee,  Marketplace  is  the  easiest,  most
convenient way to book home services.

Our Portfolio: https://toxsl.com/portfolio/

1.2 Project Objective

The Project is to develop a marketplace website that offers matching services to the users
according to their preferences.

2 Scope & Objective

2.1 Scope

The  Marketplace  website  allows  service  providers  and  suppliers  to  enter  qualities  like
defining  product  or  service,  engaging  target  audiences,  promotion  strategies,  for  the
marketing agency and customers.

2.2 Project Description

Marketplace  website  is  a  start-up  organization  offering  residents  a  complete  handyman
service. By developing the reputation as a qualified, reasonably priced, and trusted service
provider. The marketplace website will quickly generate market penetration and develop a
solid foundation of repeat customers.

2.3 Primary Focus

Our primary focus is PHP, Android, and iPhone Applications:

• Don't charge of service for their customer for lead generations

• Customers can choose an emergency option and will be reached within 2 to 8 hours

• Implement Feedback Management

• Implement Escrow management

• Provide Money back guarantee

• Implement Dispute Management

• Form Builder to create new categories and subject
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• Provide services to every area

• Account Management

• Jobs/Project Management

• Team Management

• Messages Centre (docs/media management shared)

• Notification Centre

• Payment history Management

3 Flow diagram
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4. Work Done On Marketplace Web & Applications:

4.1 Giveaway

Giveaway is  a  digital  platform on the  internet,  entitled to  communicate  across  the platform to
advertize and distribute information regarding goods and services. 

4.2 ZSTASH

ZSTASH is a platform for wholesalers and boutique owners to sell, buy and destash inventory under
one secure platform.
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4.3 Kwaetus

The  Kwaetus  platform  addressed  the  market  managing  post-life  planning  (advanced
planning) including multiple aspects in pre-designation of various family, possession, and
medical matters. The main emphasis is providing an accessible product that was engaging
and simple to follow for users in the 35-50, and 50+ age groups.
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Screenshot:

4.4 Fixiliti

The objective of the Fixiliti app is to design and develop a website where customers can
book services.
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Screenshot:

4.5 Hackit

Hackit is an application where customers can book services like Plumbing, home services,
etc.
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Screenshot:

4.6 DuckWeed

Duck Weed is a delivery app that provides a platform to the users where they can check the
grocery products and can order online for the same and track the live delivery status.
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Screenshot:

4.7 Servez

Servez  is  a  marketplace  service  providing  an  app  where  customers  can  add  their
requirements and get offers from the service providers.
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Screenshot:

4.8 My Assistant

My Assistant is a platform for users where they can check all the services provided by the
different service providers and can book the same to get the service.
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4.9 Student Residences

ResiSmart encourages interaction and participation, establishing two-way communication in
both directions (residence-student). It is a useful and intuitive mobile app, essential for any
residence that wants to communicate in the current language.
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Screenshot:

4.10 Abraa

Abraa.com enables  buyers  to  source  products  with  confidence  and ease.  That  in  return
empowers our members with authentic buying requests, genuine opportunities for upselling,
and future business prospects.
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Screenshot:
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4.11 Casting Hub

Casting Hub is a marketplace website for various service providers and Users. In this, a
single person can perform the role of both user roles.

Screenshot:

4.12 ISELA

ISELA is  a Logistics  platform that  allows trace  and document  control  since a purchase
Order placed by the client to the product is delivered to the client.
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Screenshot:

4.13 ConnectUpz

ConnectUpz is used by merchants and corresponding to each punch card created a QR code
will be generated that will be shown to the customers possibly at merchants places to scan
the  QR  code  and  earn  digital  stamps  based  on  the  product  purchase.  Also,  having  a
‘Merchant Page’ within the website, using a 1-page template. A rules-based Membership
portal that restricts access to features and an affiliate tracking system to reward affiliates that
grow the membership.
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Screenshot:

4.14 HomeShef

Homeshef is a buyer and seller’s platform similar to Fiverr, where sellers connect with a
buyer based on the area of interest/need and initiate contact with the buyer. Where buyer
post their requirements and seller will provide the services.
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Screenshot:

4.15 Confidence Pharmacy

This is the B2B platforms pharmacy product ordering website where customers like clinics
can order pharmacy products for their clinics and patients.
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4.16 Radar Auto

Radar Auto is a Car rental marketplace website to browse a specific car model with all
features and check how many car dealers (It is only about new cars, franchise dealerships)
of  this  specific  brand  searched  (Toyota,  in  this  case)  have  it  in  stock  and  what  is  the
minimum price they sell the car.
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Screenshot:

4.17 Find My Kaki

This  is  an  app  similar  to  meet  up  or  location-based  marketplace  that  facilitates  group
meetings and people form groups based on their mutual interests and hobbies also users can
create  a new group by setting up the  location,  tagging category,  adding descriptions  &
image, and status.
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Screenshot: 

4.18 Urban Simple

Urban Simple is  a  Proprietary App that  allows clients  (customers  like restaurants,  bars,
offices, etc) to request cleaning services. A dedicated associate will be assigned by Admin to
each request.
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Screenshot: 

4.19 Avelmal

Avelmal is a global platform that helps you to start your business, Bring your ideas to life,
Sell your products, Promote your services, Work from home, Connect with professionals,
Make a passive income, and many more.
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Screenshot:

4.20 Evio Reports

The goal of the portal is to manage client's requests for samples, transfer of custody of those
samples, and finally the creation of COA’s (CERTIFICATE OF ANALYSIS). There is an
admin portal for managing lab employees and customers. There is a customer portal for
requesting services, checking status, and working with the COA’s generated from the Lab
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Screenshot:

4.21 Al-Qolam

Muslim application equipped with online recording feature, video recording, voice record,
and sharing media, as well as other complementary features such as Al Quran Indonesian
translation,  Murrotal  Al  Quran  30  Juz,  Tajwid,  Kind  of  Maqamat  type,  prayer  time,
directions qibla, maps to find the location of the nearest mosque, a reference map of the
location where to eat halal.
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Screenshot:

4.22 Water App

The Water app is to design and develop a “Water delivery system” in Android and iOS
platforms along with Admin Panel where the customer can select a nearby store and local
water filtration shops that are registered on the map and can make a required order.
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Screenshot:

4.23 Red Centurion

The Red Centurion app lets you book and purchases services from suppliers around the
world  from a single  app anywhere.  Browse,  shop by department,  compare  prices,  read
reviews, share services with friends, and check the status of your bookings, search by cities
and get the best and the closest security service that you need when you need it.
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Screenshot:

4.24 Fog Skoop

FogSkoop is a social networking application where Service Seeker can connect with Service
Providers based on the area of need/interest initiate contact with them. Service Seeker can
connect with the Service Provider Via Text Chat, Video Chat, and Voice Chat. Customers
would have to pay for the service availed.
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Screenshot:

4.25 Just In Time

Just in time is an application that serves its customers with its day-to-day services. With the
help of this app, they can book barbers, plumbers, or any other services near their area and
hence make their life sorted.
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Screenshot:

4.26 Workspot

Get instant access to a global network of quality freelancers and find everything you need to
start  or  grow your  business.  As  the  world’s  most  affordable  and  easiest  to  use  digital
marketplace  Skill  Cloud,  freelancers  and  entrepreneurs  to  start  doing,  growing,  and
succeeding. Geography, time, and budget are no longer barriers.
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Screenshot:

4.27 Feel Good

Feel Good is a marketplace solution to discover,  book, review your favorite beauty and
fitness services.
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Screenshot:

4.28 Air Q

AirQ is a simple to use but full-featured queuing/booking app for Small Medium enterprises
(SME)and professional businesses.  It  is suitable for restaurants,  the automobile industry,
beauty shops, clinics, spas, etc., wherever customers need to join the queue in line. It is to
facilitate the users to do bookings for different services including food services, pet care,
health care, beauty care, and automobiles.
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Screenshot:

4.29 Curro

Curro is a community-based website made of talented members, ready to help for
Incredible value.
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Screenshort:

4.30 Tanazul

To declare your desire to give up the servants (employer, nurse, driver), To advertise your
need to serve, To search for the available and required waiver, To communicate directly with
the sponsor without an intermediary, occupants, drivers, nurses, cookers, jams.
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Screenshot:

5 Conclusion

The above is a gist of how we plan to take the project further. But, we are flexible enough &
will  work  with  you on  the  project  until  you are  happy.  Thank  you  very  much for  the
opportunity! We hope to work together with you to build your business!
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